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Abstract
Dual-mode surveys are use to increase response rates and/or reduce costs. Similarly, dual-frame

surveys can yield substantial cost savings when sampling rare populations, or when different survey
modes are used in each frame and one mode is much cheaper than the other. In longitudinal surveys
however, respondents with a given set of characteristics might experience both higher attrition and
greater propensity to answer via one of the two modes; thus increasing undercoverage of these
respondents as time goes on. Similarly, in dual-frame surveys, one frame might be incomplete,
bias, suffer from undercoverage, or have higher nonresponse than the other. Our proposed post-
survey weight adjustment method utilises propensity scores to adjust the weights of respondents
from the mode/frame suffering from undercoverage/bias by making their probability distribution
closer to that of respondents in the other mode/frame.

Key Words: Propensity score adjustment; dual-frame; dual-mode; post-survey weighting; longi-
tudinal survey

1. Introduction

The use of propensity scores (PS) in post-survey weighting has been proposed by various
authors. Lepkowski et al. (1989), Göksel et al. (1991) and Smith et al. (2000) used PS to de-
crease bias arising from non-response and partial response. Battaglia et al. (1995), Hoaglin
& Battaglia (1996), Duncan & Stasny (2001) and Garren & Chang (2002) used PS to reduce
bias from incomplete coverage in telephone surveys. PS have also been used to adjust for
non-probability sampling in Web surveys; see Taylor (2000), Varedian & Försman (2002),
Schonlau et al. (2004), Lee (2006), Terhanian et al. (2000) and Terhanian & Bremer (2000).

The basic idea behind most of these PS weight adjustments is that respondents with
similar propensity scores should have, on average, equal weights. Our proposed PS weight
adjustment method is based on the same idea, and ultimately aims to uniformize the weights
of mode/frame A respondents with those of mode/frame B respondents who have similar
propensity scores.

In this section, we briefly introduce dual-mode surveys (section 1.1), dual-frame sur-
veys (section 1.2) and propensity scores (section 1.3). We then detail, in section 2, our
proposed propensity score weight adjustment method, referred to as the PSWA method
from this point onward. In section 3, we conduct a simulation study to investigate the ef-
fectiveness of the PSWA method, and compare it with the one proposed by Lee (2006).
The PSWA method is then applied to data from the International Tobacco Control (ITC)
Project; section 4.1 is concerned with the ITC Canada Survey and section 4.2 with the ITC
Netherlands Survey. Lastly, section 5 contains a few concluding remarks.

1.1 Dual-mode surveys

In the simplest dual-mode survey design respondents are sampled from a single frame,
but then complete the survey using different modes or methods of data collection (e.g.,
phone, mail, face-to-face or Web). This is generally done to increase response rates and/or
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reduce costs. For example, respondents to the American Community Survey (ACS) are first
contacted by mail. Those who do not respond are followed-up by phone and, ultimately,
a personal visit from ACS interviewers. Since about 50% of respondents completed the
survey by mail, this allowed the 2010 ACS to achieve a final response rate of 97.5% at
a much lower cost than if all fieldwork had been done by phone or face-to-face. More
complex dual-mode survey designs utilize multiple frames in addition to multiple modes.
One such survey is the Canadian Community Health Survey (CCHS) where three sampling
frames (area, list and RDD) are used in conjunction with two modes (CATI and CAPI)
of data collection. More information on dual and multiple-mode surveys can be found in
Groves (1989), de Leeuw (2005) and Brick & Lepkowski (2008).

The utility of a propensity score weight adjustment method for dual-mode surveys
arises when the survey is longitudinal and when attrition and mode are correlated; in other
words, when respondents with a given set of characteristics/covariates have both higher
attrition in one mode (say B) than the other, and lower (or higher) propensity to answer via
that mode. For example, consider a dual-mode longitudinal survey, where the attrition of
respondents from low socioeconomic status (SES) is greater in the Web mode (Mode B)
than it is in the phone mode (Mode A), and where low SES respondents are considerably
more likely to complete the survey by phone. In such a context, the weights of the low
SES respondents in mode B will be lower than they should be. Since these low SES re-
spondents are better represented in the phone mode, a propensity score weight adjustment
would bring the weights of their Web counterparts up by making them, on average, equal
to the weights of mode A respondents with the same propensity score; thus reducing bias.

1.2 Dual-frame surveys

A dual-frame survey consists of two sampling frames (A andB) which, combined together,
cover the target population. Some units can belong to both frames (i.e., A ∩ B 6= ∅), but
independent probability samples are taken from each frame. Dual-frame designs are used
to reduce non-coverage when no single frame includes all the units of the target population,
or when constructing and/or sampling from such a frame would be prohibitively expensive.

As noted by Hartley (1962), a dual-frame design can be used to reduce sampling error
by allowing more observations to be sampled for the same cost. One example of this is
in the sampling of rare populations. In such a case, a dual-frame design might consist of:
(i) an RDD frame (say A) which is complete, but where the cost per unit is high as only
a small proportion of respondents have the rare characteristic under study, and (ii) a list
frame (say B) consisting solely of individuals with the rare characteristic. Since the list
frame is already screened for the characteristic of interest, the cost per unit of sampling is
much lower than in the RDD frame. However, the list frame is incomplete, and estimation
based solely on this frame are be biased. Another example of cost saving resulting from a
dual-frame design is where different survey modes are used in each frame, and where one
mode is much cheaper than the other but associated to a frame that is incomplete. This is
the case of the International Tobacco Control (ITC) Netherlands Survey (see section 4.2),
where frame A (an RDD frame) is complete but expensive to sample from, and frame B (a
frame based on a Web panel) is much less expensive to sample from but incomplete.

The scenarios in which a propensity score weight adjustment for dual-frame surveys
is advantageous are akin to that of dual-modes surveys. Hence, a propensity score weight
adjustment is advantageous when respondents with a given set of characteristics/covariates
are better represented in one frame (say A) than in the other (say B). The dual-frame
analogue of the low SES example of section 1.1, would consist of a Web frame (frame B),
where low SES people are underrepresented, and a representative RDD frame (frame A).
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As in section 1.1, the weights of the low SES respondents in frame B will be lower than
they should, and a propensity score weight adjustment would bring the weights of those
respondents closer to their frame A counterparts; thus reducing bias.

1.3 Fundamental property of propensity scores

Propensity score methodology was introduced by Rosenbaum & Rubin (1983, 1984). In
a nutshell, their methodology attempts to eliminate or reduce bias arising from the lack of
randomization in observational studies; thus allowing the estimation of treatment effects as
with randomized clinical trials (RCT’s). The propensity score is defined as the conditional
probability of treatment vs. control given a vector of observed covariates x; i.e.,

ps(x) = Pr(Z = 1|x) , (1)

where Z = 1 if the individual is assigned to the treatment group and Z = 0 if the individual
is assigned to the control group.

In their 1983 paper, Rosenbaum & Rubin show that (1) is a “balancing score” which
means that, conditional on ps(x), Z and x are independent; i.e., Z ⊥ x | ps(x). More
importantly, they show that under suitable conditions the difference between treatment and
control means at any given value of the balancing score is an unbiased estimate of the
average treatment effect at that value of the balancing score. More loosely, in subjects
sharing the same propensity score, treatment allocation is independent of the observed
variables x. Therefore, creating strata of subjects matched on their propensity scores allows
one to replicate, conditional on observed variables, the design of a RCT.

In our PSWA method, Z does not correspond to treatment vs. control, but rather to
mode A vs. mode B (section 2.1) or frame A vs. frame B (section 2.2).

2. Proposed weight adjustment method

2.1 Dual-mode surveys

Let mode B be the survey mode with the higher attrition and ensuing bias, and mode A the
one without such a problem or where that problem is much less severe (i.e., the gold stan-
dard). In addition, let Zi = I(ith respondent used mode B) and wi be the sampling weight
of that respondent prior to the PSWA. Note that some post-survey weighting techniques
(e.g., calibration or raking) might have been applied to the wi’s to reduce bias and other
survey errors. Lastly, let SA = {i ∈ S | Zi = 0} and SB = {i ∈ S | Zi = 1}; thus, SA is
the sub-sample of respondents who completed the survey via mode A (similarly for SB),
and S = SA ∪ SB .

If a stratified design with different sampling fractions is used to sample respondents,
the weights will vary considerably from stratum to stratum. The same situation is also
likely to arise if post-stratification is used to compute the wi’s. In such situations, it is
best to perform the PSWA on a per (post-)stratum basis. To this end, let SA

h be the subset
of (post-)stratum h (h = 1, . . . ,H) respondents who completed the survey via mode A
(similarly for SB

h ), and Sh = SA
h ∪ SB

h . Our proposed PSWA method proceeds as follows:

Step 1: For (post-)stratum h = 1, fit a PS model to respondents from stratum Sh with Zi as
the dependent variable and xi as the vector of covariates. Make sure that the model
is properly balanced. Note that wi should not be an element of xi.

Step 2: Compute p̂si for i ∈ Sh using the PS model developed in step 1.
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Step 3: Divide respondents intoQ percentiles based on their p̂si’s; thus creating Sh,1, . . . , Sh,Q,
where Sh,q = {i ∈ Sh | p̂s(q−1) < p̂si ≤ p̂s(q)} and p̂s(q) is the (100 q/Q)th per-
centile.

Step 4: Compute the adjustment factors

fh,q =

 1

nAh,q

∑
i∈Sh,q

(1− Zi)wi

/ 1

nBh,q

∑
i∈Sh,q

Ziwi

 =
w̄A
h,q

w̄B
h,q

,

for q = 1, . . . , Q and where nAh,q =
∑

i∈Sh,q
(1− Zi) and nBh,q =

∑
i∈Sh,q

Zi.

Hence, fh,q is simply the average weight of modeA respondents in the (post-)stratum
h/percentile q class divided by the corresponding average weight for modeB respon-
dents.

Step 5: Compute the PS adjusted weights for the nBh,q mode B respondents that are in Sh,q
by multiplying their wi weights by fh,q, yielding wps

i = wi fh,q.

Step 6: Repeat steps 1–5 for (post-)strata h = 2, . . . ,H .

Step 7: Re-calibrate and/or re-scale weights as required.

A few remarks are in order:

1. Our proposed method is slightly different from the one proposed by Lee (2006),
where

f ′h,q =

∑
i∈Sh,q

(1− Zi)wi

/∑
i∈Sh

(1− Zi)wi

∑
i∈Sh,q

Ziwi

/∑
i∈Sh

Ziwi

;

thus, f ′h,q = fh,q (nAh,qw̄
B
h )/(nBh,qw̄

A
h ) where w̄A

h is the average weight of mode A
respondents in (post-)stratum h (similarly for w̄B

h ). We will refer to Lee’s method as
the Alt-PSWA method, and compare it to our proposed method in sections 3 and 4.
Alternative versions for the computation of fh,q are given in Lee & Valliant (2008).

2. The most commonly used PS model is logistic regression, in which case logit(ps(xi))
= α+β′xi. However, models such as GLM with a log-log link are also possible, and
have been used to adjust weights for non-coverage in telephone surveys; see Garren
& Chang (2002).

3. If a covariate is a strong predictor of Zi, it can be advantageous to use that covariate
as an extra post-stratification variable instead of a covariate in the PS model. For
example, if gender is a strong predictor of mode, using 2H post-strata is likely to
yield better results than using H (post-)strata. In sections 3.2 and 4.1, the covariate
indicating if the respondent received an email invite to complete the survey via mode
B is used in such a way. This obviously works best for categorical covariates, or
covariates that can discretized into a few groups.

4. An obvious and important limitation of our proposed PSWA method is that it can
only adjust for variables that were measured and included in the PS model and/or
post-stratification.
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5. In most single frame dual-mode surveys, the wi’s from both modes are pooled to-
gether for calibration/raking. Hence, in situations were the weights are re-calibrated
or re-scaled (see step 7), the weights of respondents from mode A will also be modi-
fied. On the other hand, in dual-frame surveys, where calibration/raking is generally
done on a per frame basis, the weights of respondents from frame A will not be
modified by our proposed PSWA method.

6. If similar sampling fractions are used across strata, the wi’s will also be similar and
those strata can be combined when performing the PSWA. Pooling will make the
fh,q’s, and thus the wps

i ’s more stable. This strategy was used in sections 3.2 and
4.1.

2.2 Dual-frame surveys

The PSWA method for dual-mode surveys described above can also be applied to dual-
frame surveys. One can follow the exact same steps as in section 2.1 (with the obvious
exception that modes A and B are to be replaced with frames A and B). However, the
context in which the method is applied varies, and is the topic of this section.

Let frame A be the one that is complete but expensive (i.e., the gold standard), and
frame B the one that is less expensive to sample from but incomplete or biased. As in
section 2.1, let Zi be the indicator which is equal to 1 if the ith respondent was sampled
via frame B (and 0 otherwise), and wi be the sampling weight of that respondent prior
to the PSWA. Using sampling design pA(·), a sample SA ⊆ UA is drawn from frame A
(similarly for SB). In most surveys, one or both sampling designs will be stratified. Hence,
let U1, . . . , UH be the strata obtained from the combination of theHA strata from sampling
design pA(·) and the HB strata from sampling design pB(·). For example, if A is stratified
by gender and B is stratified by age groups (18–24, 25–49 and 50+), then the Uh’s would
be the resulting 6 gender/age strata. Lastly, let SA

h = SA ∪ Uh (similarly for SB
h ) and

Sh = SA
h ∪ SB

h . Steps 1–7 of section 2.1 can then be applied.

3. Simulation study

The International Tobacco Control (ITC) Project carries out prospective longitudinal sur-
veys of smokers in more than 20 countries, and aims to study the impact of national-level
tobacco control policies and the behaviour/psychology of smoking. The ITC Canada (CA)
Survey forms part of the larger ITC Four Country Survey, which started with Wave 1 in late
2002, in which around 2000 smokers are interviewed in each of Canada, United Kingdom,
United States and Australia.

Respondents who completed the survey in Wave 7 (October – February 2009) were
invited to participate in Wave 8 and interviewed in July – December of 2010. Invitations
were sent by regular mail to participate by telephone or on-line. Email invitations were also
sent to respondents with a valid email address.

The purpose of this simulation is to assess the effectiveness of the PSWA method by
sampling from a generated population that is based on data from the ITC CA Wave 7 sur-
vey and the response patterns of this sample in Wave 8, where data collection was carried
out via Computer Assisted Telephone/Web Interviews (CATI/CAWI). This survey is there-
fore an example of the simple case of dual-mode surveys discussed in section 1.1, where
respondents are sampled from a single frame. The sample from Wave 8 consists of 1374
smokers, among which 747 responded by CATI (Mode A) and 627 responded by CAWI
(Mode B). After discarding missing values, the sample of respondents was proportionally
inflated 20 times, resulting in a population of 30582 individuals.
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As with the ITC CA Survey, our population was divided into 14 strata (Thompson et al.
(2006)). A stratified SRS sample was obtained through the proportional allocation method.
Samples obtained in each iteration had a size of about n = 2000 after attrition. Sample
retention and Web responses in the generated samples were simulated by binomial models
using retention rates and Web propensity scores based on the ITC CA Waves 7 and 8 data.
The following sub-sections describe the simulation of retention and Web responses.

Calibration to population smoking prevalence by age/sex/region was performed on the
initial weights of individuals that were retained in the sample. Then PSWA adjustment
was applied to the calibrated weights by groups defined by whether or not the person was
invited by email to participate in the Web survey and were calibrated again.

The PSWA method was assessed on its own and also compared to the alternative Alt-
PSWA proposed by Lee (2006) and briefly discussed in section 2. This was done through
examination of the mean and coefficient of variation (CV) of the adjusted weights and
through comparison of survey estimates produced with each set of weights. We present
estimates (and mean squared error - MSE) of the average number of cigarettes smoked per
day (CPD) and the proportion of individuals who had intentions to quit smoking (QUIT).
Another way in which we compare the adjusted and unadjusted weights is by examining
how highly they are correlated.

3.1 Simulation of retention

Retention rates used in the simulation were obtained by selecting a logistic model on data
from Wave 7 of the ITC CA Survey. Results were obtained after a step-wise selection pro-
cedure that involved 20 variables: time in sample, smoking status, demographic (age, sex
marital status, income, education, ethnicity), health related (general self assessed health,
doctor visits, drinking habits and depression), exposure to anti-tobacco information (heard
news about smoking, noticed anti-smoking information), quitting related (intention, sure
would succeed), quitting reasons (health, medical advise, warning labels), salience and
effects of warning labels (noticed, stopped from smoking) and knowledge about nicotine
causing most cancers.

The income variable used in the selected retention model above was generated such
that it would have a greater effect on both attrition and Web response propensity, hence
triggering a greater need for the PSWA. Participants in the ITC CA sample were classified
into two groups defined by whether or not the person was invited by email to participate
in the Web survey. The main idea was to randomly assign low income to a reasonably
large group of participants who did not receive an email invitation, especially those who
were current smokers at the time of Wave 8 (non-smokers are identified as persons who
quit smoking after they were recruited on Wave 1). Low, moderate and high income were
simulated as observations from a multinomial random variable with probabilities (0.12,
0.12, 0.75) for both smokers and non-smokers in the group that was invited by email. For
those who were not invited by email, the simulation probabilities for low, moderate and
high income were (0.86, 0.07, 0.07) for smokers and (0.60, 0.20, 0.20) for non-smokers.

Retention was simulated using a binomial model based on the retention rates in each
generated sample leading to a mild, moderate or severe level of attrition on the Web un-
savvy sampled individuals (i.e., prone to respond by phone, defined by an estimated propen-
sity of responding by Web ≤ 0.6). This is translated into various degrees of sample miss-
represenation of the Web savvy population. The degree to which individuals were miss-
represented in the sample is dictated by the magnitude of the induced effects of age and
income in the probability of retention.

To summarize, income has been simulated such that low levels are associated with the
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Web un-savvy group, which is more likely to respond by phone. This results in younger
people with low income who are prone to respond by phone to be more likely to become
lost to follow up. The various degrees of induced attrition are referred to as simulation sce-
narios I, II and III, which correspond to an average of 5% under-representation, and 12%
and 27% over-representation of the Web savvy population, respectively.

3.2 Simulation of Web responses

Web responses were simulated according to a binomial model based on propensity scores
that were estimated from fitting a logistic model to the probability of responding by Web
(vs. phone). Web responses were simulated in order for their relationship to the simulated
income to remain consistent with the Waves 7 and 8 of the ITC CA Survey. Modeling
was done separately by groups, determined by whether the person was invited by email
to participate in the Web survey, using variables that involve demographic characteristics,
smoking status (smoker or non-smoker), health (whether feeling down with little interest
and/or diagnosed with depression, whether visited a doctor, and self assessed health), and
frequency of alcohol drinking.

3.3 Results

As mentioned earlier, we denoted by A and B the sets of participants who responded by
phone and Web, respectively. The PSWA and Alt-PSWA methods were implemented as in
section 2. Since this is a self-weighing design, no stratification was used in the adjustments.

Table 1 shows the results obtained across the three simulation scenarios over 1000
iterations. It shows the sample sizes for the telephone and Web respondents nAq and nBq
for quartile groups q = 1, 2, 3, 4; the means (and CV’s) of the calibrated weights before
the adjustment for telephone and Web respondents, w̄A

q and w̄B
q ; the means of the weights

adjusted by PSWA and Alt-PSWA, w̄ps
q and w̄ps′

q ; and the means after the adjustment and
re-calibration, w̄ps+c

q and w̄ps′+c
q . The adjustment factors under PSWA and Alt-PSWA are

denoted by fq and f ′q, respectively.
The values of the PSWA adjustment factor fq indicate that the amount of relative dis-

crepancy between the means of the weights from phone and Web respondents (hence, the
need for the PSWA) is quite low, ranging from 0.91 to 1.07 across the three scenarios, but
remaining stable around the value of one. The adjustment factor under Alt-PSWA f ′q on
the contrary, has a wider range going from 0.50 to 2.01.

The dispersion of the weights is not compromised by the PSWA method (before and
after re-calibration), as the overall CV’s remain fairly unchanged compared to those of the
initial calibrated weights. The CV’s under the Alt-PSWA method however, show substan-
tial increment. The mean of the weights after the PSWA and before re-calibration w̄ps

q is
quite stable in the sense that it remains fairly close to the mean of the weights of phone
respondents w̄A

q , while the means under the Alt-PSWA w̄
ps′
q are farther apart.

Table 2 shows the bias (and MSE) given by the PSWA and Alt-PSWA for each simula-
tion scenario. The columns refer to the weights used for estimation: initial (stratified SRS),
calibrated before the adjustments, and re-calibrated after the adjustments. Although the
effect on CPD was greater, an overall pattern of increased bias across simulation scenarios
can be seen for both CPD and QUIT estimates under the initial weights. For CPD, calibra-
tion of the weights gives a substantial reduction of bias with respect to the initial weights,
with the PSWA giving further and systematic reduction by 1, 3 and 7% across scenarios. In
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Table 1: Summary of the distribution of unadjusted and PS adjusted weights over 1000
iterations.

Calibrated PSWA Alt-PSWA

Quartile nA
q nB

q w̄A
q w̄B

q fq w̄ps
q w̄ps+c

q f ′q w̄ps′
q w̄ps′+c

q

I 1 350 153 0.977 1.013 0.965 0.977 0.978 2.014 2.040 1.944
(0.148) (0.165) (0.165) (0.167) (0.165) (0.159)

2 288 211 0.986 0.995 0.991 0.986 0.984 1.227 1.221 1.223
(0.133) (0.140) (0.140) (0.141) (0.140) (0.163)

3 240 259 1.008 0.999 1.009 1.008 1.005 0.847 0.846 0.866
(0.136) (0.135) (0.135) (0.136) (0.135) (0.160)

4 175 323 1.036 1.010 1.027 1.036 1.033 0.505 0.509 0.533
(0.138) (0.135) (0.135) (0.135) (0.135) (0.165)

Overall 1053 947 0.996 1.004 - 1.008 1.006 - 1.004 1.003
(0.142) (0.143) (0.144) (0.144) (0.552) (0.518)

II 1 361 142 0.953 1.023 0.933 0.953 0.955 1.995 2.039 1.935
(0.178) (0.189) (0.189) (0.193) (0.189) (0.182)

2 299 201 0.969 0.988 0.981 0.969 0.967 1.226 1.211 1.209
(0.166) (0.174) (0.174) (0.175) (0.174) (0.198)

3 251 249 1.008 0.992 1.016 1.008 1.004 0.858 0.851 0.87
(0.181) (0.177) (0.177) (0.177) (0.177) (0.206)

4 188 311 1.083 1.031 1.05 1.083 1.075 0.529 0.546 0.573
(0.191) (0.192) (0.192) (0.190) (0.192) (0.229)

Overall 1099 902 0.992 1.009 - 1.017 1.013 - 1.009 1.007
(0.186) (0.186) (0.192) (0.191) (0.546) (0.511)

III 1 373 130 0.937 1.029 0.911 0.937 0.936 2.007 2.064 1.949
(0.225) (0.240) (0.240) (0.245) (0.240) (0.229)

2 311 188 0.959 0.967 0.991 0.959 0.951 1.256 1.214 1.205
(0.222) (0.227) (0.227) (0.228) (0.227) (0.244)

3 260 239 1.017 0.979 1.039 1.017 1.006 0.87 0.851 0.868
(0.242) (0.238) (0.238) (0.237) (0.238) (0.268)

4 196 302 1.125 1.049 1.074 1.125 1.109 0.534 0.559 0.59
(0.245) (0.255) (0.255) (0.253) (0.255) (0.300)

Overall 1140 860 0.994 1.009 - 1.03 1.02 - 1.009 1.005
(0.244) (0.247) (0.256) (0.254) (0.571) (0.535)
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contrast, bias under Alt-PSWA has a substantial increment. In the case of QUIT, the PSWA
offers no improvement in bias while Alt-PSWA shows a slight increment.

In terms of the variability of the estimates, the PSWA keeps a steady MSE compared to
the estimates under the calibrated weights, while Alt-PSWA shows a slight increase.

The correlation of the PSWA weights with the initial calibrated weights ranges from
0.992 to 0.987 across scenarios, while that of Alt-PSWA ranges from 0.374 to 0.598; thus
indicating that the former weights are much closer to the original ones.

Table 2: Bias (MSE) of CPD and QUIT over 1000 iterations.

Re-calibrated
Variable Initial Calibrated PSWA Alt-PSWA

CPD I 0.129 (0.0540) 0.118 (0.0508) 0.118 (0.0505) 0.122 (0.0598)
II 0.254 (0.1050) 0.127 (0.0557) 0.123 (0.0549) 0.155 (0.0674)
III 0.348 (0.1576) 0.115 (0.0501) 0.107 (0.0484) 0.160 (0.0664)

QUIT I -0.003 (12x10−3) 0.002 (12x10−3) 0.002 (12x10−3) 0.004 (15x10−3)
II -0.007 (15x10−3) 0.003 (11x10−3) 0.003 (11x10−3) 0.005 (14x10−3)
III -0.010 (20x10−3) 0.004 (12x10−3) 0.004 (12x10−3) 0.005 (15x10−3)

True values in generated population: 16.84 for CPD and 77.1% QUIT.

4. Applications to ITC Surveys

4.1 ITC Canada Survey

This section provides results from implementing the PSWA method on data from Wave 8
of the ITC CA Survey. The effects of the PSWA and Alt-PSWA methods are assessed by
comparing: (i) the means (and CV’s) of the adjusted and unadjusted weights, (ii) biases and
standard errors (SE’s) of the estimates of CPD and QUIT, (iii) the correlation between un-
adjusted and adjusted weights, and (iv) non-parametric density estimates of the distribution
of the weights.

Table 3 shows results on the mean (and CV) of initial weights of telephone and Web
respondents: w̄A

h,q and w̄B
h,q , as well as the adjustment factor and mean (and CV) under

PSWA: fhq, w̄ps
h,q, and Alt-PSWA: f ′hq, w̄ps′

h,q. The subscripts h, q indicate strata for email in-
vitation and percentile groups, respectively. Since recalibration was carried out by pooling
weights from both modes together, the PS adjustments not only gave new values for Mode
B but also for Mode A. Table 4 shows the means and CV’s of the re-calibrated weights
under the PSWA for modesA andB: w̄A+c

h,q , w̄ps+c
h,q ; and similarly, under Alt-PSWA: w̄A+c′

h,q

w̄
ps+c′

h,q .
Adjustment factors under the Alt-PSWA, f ′hq, show more variability across percentile

groups compared to those under the PSWA fhq. This is consistent with the simulation
results in Table 1. Adjustment factors under the PSWA range from 1.15 to 1.21 and 0.89
to 1.07 for the email invitation “Yes” and “No” groups, while those from Alt-PSWA range
from to 0.62 to 2.08 and from 0.65 to 2.94.

The CV’s of the weights across quartiles and tertiles in Table 3 are unchanged compared
to those from Mode B for both PSWA and Alt-PSWA. Overall though, Alt-PSWA gives
higher values than PSWA: 1.052 vs. 0.794 and 0.829 vs. 0.711, for email invitation groups
“Yes” and “No”, respectively. Similarly, Table 4 shows that, re-calibration after combining
the weights from email invitation groups, gives similar CV values under both PSWA and
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Alt-PSWA for both Modes A and B across quartiles, but a higher CV for Mode B under
Alt-PSWA.

Comparisons of survey estimates will show only whether the estimates are similar or
not. In the latter case there is no way of knowing which should be preferred; however, in
the former case it is still possible to select the method that gives the most accurate estimate.
The estimates of CPD in this example are quite similar, being under the unadjusted, PSWA
and Alt-PSWA re-calibrated weights: 15.949, 15.904 and 15.839, respectively. In the same
order, the SE’s are 0.342, 0.341 and 0.351. In consistency with the effects of the PSWA, it
gives (slightly) lower variability compared to Alt-PSWA. Therefore, for CPD the difference
between methods is negligible and so is the case for the QUIT variable, with estimates of
0.759, 0.751 and 0.751 (with SE’s 0.016, 0.017 and 0.017).

Table 3: Summary of the distribution of unadjusted and PS adjusted weights, ITC CA
Survey Wave 8.

Invite Quartile/ Calibrated PSWA Alt-PSWA
Email Tertile nAh,q nBh,q w̄A

h,q w̄B
h,q fh,q w̄

ps
h,q f ′h,q w̄

ps′
h,q

Yes 1 18 24 1.707 1.414 1.208 1.707 1.945 2.750
(0.938) (0.498) (0.498) (0.498)

2 42 50 1.120 0.973 1.151 1.120 2.077 2.020
(0.797) (0.687) (0.687) (0.687)

3 41 110 1.220 1.042 1.171 1.220 0.937 0.977
(0.770) (0.898) (0.898) (0.898)

4 56 228 1.064 0.810 1.182 1.064 0.624 0.561
(0.673) (0.780) (0.780) (0.780)

Overall 157 412 1.193 0.977 1.150 0.977
(0.810) (0.794) (0.794) (1.052)

No 1 123 19 0.800 0.746 1.073 0.800 2.942 2.194
(0.612) (0.570) (0.570) (0.570)

2 200 52 0.884 0.829 1.068 0.884 1.739 1.440
(0.705) (0.688) (0.688) (0.688)

3 248 144 1.0652 1.189 0.896 1.065 0.653 0.777
(0.743) (0.716) (0.716) (0.716)

Overall 571 215 0.945 1.063 0.998 1.063
(0.726) (0.735) (0.711) (0.829)

The correlation between the unadjusted (first time calibrated) and re-calibrated weights
after the PSWA is 0.98 while the correlation between the unadjusted and Alt-PSWA re-
calibrated weights is 0.86. This indicates that the former weights are closer to the initial,
calibrated weights.

Figure 1(a) shows non-parametric density estimates of the distributions of initial and
re-calibrated weights after adjustments, by mode. For the Web mode, the CAWI PSWA
distribution is closer to the reference (CATI) than CAWI Alt-PSWA, while for the phone
mode it is CATI Alt-PSWA the one that is substantially closer. It seems that in this case the
PSWA method keeps the CATI PSWA and CAWI PSWA at similar but moderate distances
from CATI, while Alt-PSWA is more extreme, keeping CATI Alt-PSWA very close to the
reference but leaving CAWI Alt-PSWA the farthest away.
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Figure 1: Density estimates of distribution of weights from: (a) ITC CA Survey Wave 8,
(b) ITC NL Survey Wave 1, Age ≤ 30, (c) ITC NL Survey Wave 1, Age > 30.
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Table 4: Mean (CV) by mode of ITC CA Survey Wave 8 re-calibrated weights.

PSWA Alt-PSWA
Quartile nAq nBq w̄A+c

h,q w̄
ps+c
h,q w̄A+c′

h,q w̄
ps′+c
h,q

1 141 43 0.882 1.246 0.861 2.314
(0.848) (0.631) (0.806) (0.531)

2 242 102 0.891 0.958 0.899 1.684
(0.737) (0.698) (0.712) (0.711)

3 289 254 1.045 1.088 1.125 0.894
(0.749) (0.816) (0.778) (0.857)

4 56 228 1.015 1.016 1.098 0.586
(0.665) (0.778) (0.661) (0.796)

Overall 728 627 0.960 1.052 0.997 1.008
(0.761) (0.775) (0.768) (0.947)

w̄A+c
h,q and w̄A+c′

h,q are the means of re-calibrated weights from phone

respondents after the PSWA and Alt-PSWA methods, respectively.

4.2 ITC Netherlands Survey

Also a part of the ITC Project, the ITC Netherlands (NL) Survey is a prospective longitu-
dinal study of about 2200 smokers. Although fieldwork for Wave 6, the latest of the ITC
NL Survey was completed in June 2012, this example is concerned with Wave 1 which ran
through March–April 2008.

The ITC NL Survey uses a dual-frame sampling design, and fieldwork was conducted
by the Dutch survey firm TNS NIPO. Frame A consists of a traditional stratified RDD
design, and slightly over 400 respondents were interviewed from that frame using computer
assisted telephone interviews (CATI). Frame B is the Web portion of the TNS NIPObase,
which consists of over 140000 respondents who have agreed to participate in TNS NIPO
research on a regular basis. After stratifying on age (≤ 30 vs. > 30), slightly over 1800
respondents were interviewed from that frame using computer assisted Web interviews
(CAWI). Two important points must be made about the design of the ITC NL Survey. First,
the dual RDD/Web frame was explicitly conceived with the aim of using the RDD frame to
adjust for non-coverage and bias in the Web frame. Second, members of the TNS NIPObase
were randomly selected (mostly by mail and RDD), and are thus not a panel of self-selected
volunteers (Boudreau (2009)). Hence, the design of the ITC NL Survey is quite different
from those of volunteer panel surveys described in section 1.

As Table 3, Table 5 shows results on the mean (and CV) of initial weights of telephone,
adjustment factors, and mean (CV) of adjusted weights of Mode B. The subscripts h, q
indicate strata h = 1, 2 for age and tertile groups, respectively. In contrast with the ITC CA
Survey which illustrates a dual-mode survey (within a single frame), this example illustrates
a dual-frame, therefore only weights within Frame B were adjusted and re-calibrated and
the weights from Frame A remained unchanged. Means and CV’s for re-calibrated weights
after the adjustments are shown in Table 6.

Overall CV’s under the PSWA (column w̄ps
h,q) are not too far from the CV of initial

weights by Web (w̄B
h,q), while the Alt-PSWA counterparts show quite an increase from

0.433 to 0.856 for ages below 30 and from 0.409 to 0.649 for ages above. Similarly with
re-calibrated weights by mode in Table 6.

The values of the PSWA factor fh,q in this example indicate a greater need for the
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adjustment, compared to the ITC CA Survey example. In consistency with the previous
results however, the PSWA factor has a lesser variation across tertile groups compared to
the Alt-PSWA f ′h,q. It ranges from 1.66 to 2.55 and from 0.69 to 0.76 for the age below and
above 30 groups, while the latter ranges from 0.36 to 1.98 and from 0.67 to 1.67. Also in
consistency with previous results, the CV’s given by the PSWA do not change substantially
from those of the the initial, calibrated weights, while those from the Alt-PSWA method
are substantially higher.

Table 5: ITC NL Survey Wave 1 weight distribution summary for stratified adjustments
with h = 1, 2 for age group, before re-calibration (CV’s in parentheses)

Initial PSWA Alt-PSWA
Age Tertile nAh,q nBh,q w̄A

h,q w̄B
h,q fh,q w̄ps

h,q f ′h,q w̄ps′

h,q

≤ 30 1 43 194 0.995 0.598 1.663 0.995 1.982 1.185
(0.508) (0.335) (0.335) (0.335)

2 18 212 1.372 0.538 2.551 1.372 1.164 0.626
(0.533) (0.419) (0.419) (0.419)

3 12 389 1.177 0.536 2.195 1.177 0.364 0.195
(0.257) (0.486) (0.486) (0.486)

Overall 73 795 1.118 0.552 1.185 0.552
(0.502) (0.433) (0.457) (0.856)

> 30 1 152 271 1.013 1.458 0.695 1.013 1.671 2.435
(0.499) (0.369) (0.369) (0.369)

2 91 324 0.883 1.304 0.677 0.883 0.815 1.063
(0.509) (0.400) (0.400) (0.400)

3 88 430 1.000 1.311 0.763 1.000 0.669 0.877
(0.485) (0.437) (0.437) (0.437)

Overall 331 1025 0.974 1.348 0.967 1.348
(0.500) (0.409) (0.413) (0.649)

Table 6: Mean (CV) by mode of ITC NL Wave 1 re-calibrated weights.

PSWA Alt-PSWA
Tertile nAq nBq w̄A

q w̄
ps+c
q w̄

ps′+c
q

1 195 465 1.009 1.003 1.851
(0.499) (0.579) (0.530)

2 109 536 0.964 1.016 0.903
(0.554) (0.518) (0.495)

3 100 819 1.021 0.987 0.580
(0.459) (0.635) (0.825)

Overall 404 1820 1.000 1.000 1.000
(0.503) (0.587) (0.821)

The CPD estimates produced by initial, PSWA and Alt-PSWA are: 15.427, 15.364 and
15.604 with SE’s 0.248, 0.247 and 0.282, respectively. This again reinforces the notion
discussed so far, about the PSWA giving less variability compared to Alt-PSWA. Estimates
for QUIT are somewhat dissimilar, but with the SE’s between adjustment methods is un-
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changed (in the same order): 0.812, 0.813 and 0.820 with SE’s 0.010, 0.011 and 0.011.
Plots (b) and (c) in Figure 1 show non-parametric density estimates of the distributions

weights by adjustment method and mode, for the two age groups ≤ 30 and > 30, respec-
tively. In both cases, the CAWI PSWA distribution is closer to the reference CATI than
CAWI Alt-PSWA.

5. Concluding Remarks

The simulations of section 3 and examples of section 4 indicate that the PSWA method is
effective in terms of making the weights of mode/frame B respondents “closer” to those of
mode/frame A respondents. The density estimates of Figure 1 best illustrate this. More-
over, this was achieved while not compromising the variability of the weights. Since more
variable weights result in the loss of precision, this is an important consideration. The
PSWA weights are also very highly correlated with the initial calibrated weights, whereas
the Alt-PSWA method yielded weights that are somewhat different.

In terms of bias, the PSWA method yielded modest reduction for descriptive statistics
CPD and QUIT (there was also some gains in terms of MSE for CPD). One important
reason why these these gains in bias (MSE) are marginal is the design of our simulation
study. As describe in section 1.1, our PSWA method works best when the proportion of
respondents with the given set of characteristics/covariates (e.g., low SES) is high in the
lower PS quartiles and low in the upper PS quartiles. Though our intent was to simulate
income for respondent who did not receive an email invite to achieve that, the proportion
of low income respondents remained somewhat spread out over the quartiles. Hence, it is
not surprising that the PSWA method did not achieve important reduction in bias.

Lastly, we considered two ways of grouping respondents in quartiles for the simulations
of section 3. The first consisted in pooling the propensity scores of respondents in the two
sets of quartiles that correspond to the two models given by the post-stratification groups
(e.g., email invitation); so that the propensity scores within each quartile may belong to both
models. The other consisted in performing the adjustments in the set of quartiles produced
by each model separately. Since both approaches gave similar results, we showed only
results under the former. These and other approaches on quartile grouping have to our
knowledge not yet been explored. With real data, the choice of percentile grouping (pooled
vs. separate, and quartiles vs. tertiles) may depend on practical issues during the modeling
stage, such as the number of respondents in each group, and balance of the PS model. It is
recommended to assess the different options at hand on a case by case basis.
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